MAP IT OUT

Want to **hit the road**, but don’t know where? We picked some routes that you can follow. They hit some of the best **nature spots** and **national parks**, all within a general area. Add some of your own stops to the list or customize it however you want. **Pack up the van** because your summer just got a whole **lot more interesting**.

**WEST COAST INLAND ROUTE**

**ESTIMATED TO LAST AT LEAST THREE WEEKS**

Tip: For a sandier trip, take the West Coast coastal route. Stop at lots of beaches and mountains that line the edge of California.

**NORTHWEST ROUTE**

**ESTIMATED TO LAST AT LEAST TWO WEEKS**

Need something to listen to? We prepared a Spotify playlist for you to jam out to on the road. The hours can get long, and music can make it go quicker. Scan the code below for more.